All the noise parameters of GaAs MESFET are extracted by using %dimensional Monte-Carlo simulaion for the ffr8t time. The general procedure to extract the noise parameters is presented. The spectrums and correlations of the input-equivalent noise-voltage and noistscu-rrent sources ere calcr:lated. The y parameters of GaAs MESFEI are also extracted to obtain noiae parameters and to analyze device dra.racteristics for the ffrst time.
Introduction
Submicrometer-gate length GaAs MESFET is becoming very important for low noise applications [1] . Es- pecially, ion-implanted MESFETs are suitable for high yield and high performance MMIC's because they can avoid the poor controllability of recessing gate [2] .
Only the Monte Carlo method offers a means to analyze the noise in submicrometer devices incorporating all the structure effects and microscopic transport mechanisms. Therefore, there were many reports on MonteCarlo simulations of noise in GaAs MESFET's. However, there have been no reports on extracting noise parameters, which are essential to describe low-noise circuitry. In Moglestue's paper [3] , an intrinsic noie figure is defined and calculated but this is not the same noise figure as is conventionally used in circuit design.
In this paper, we present how to extract the noise parameters using the 2- [3] . We use fifty pulses of the voltage and average each responses in the current for accurate results. Here, one has to remember that the current at a terminal is composed of both particle current and displacement current [7] , [8] . The calculated y parameters are shown in Fig. 1 . The behaviors of y parameters with frequency are very similar to that of reference [3] . yzl is larger than the results of reference [3] because of the smaller gate length.
Next, the gate and drain voltages remain constant and the fluctuations of the short-circuit gate and drain currents and their correlation are calculated. The current noise sources are represented as two (correlated) current generators connected in parallel at the input(/6) and the output(.Ip) [9] (Fig. 2. ") tion and cross correlation which, after Fourier transform, yield the spectral densities ,91o, 56,546. Spectral densities are shown in Fig. 3 
C. Noise parameters
We can extracted all the noise parameters(noise figure minimum, normalized equivalent noise resistance, optimal noise input generator reflection coefficient) by use of above results. Table 1 . shows calculated noise parameters. Noise figure minimum is slightly smaller than the reported experiment [11] , because external resistance is excluded in this calculation.
We belierre that the parameter extraction scheme is quite useful to optimize low noise devices, because the parameters are readily used in lonr noisecircuit design.
Conclusions
We have extracted all the noise parameters of a sub micrometer MESFET with 2-D Monte Carlo Method for the first time. The general scheme to extract the noise parameters is presented. This allows us to analyze the noise and the gain characteristics completely. Also we believe that this can be also used in optimizing low noise devices and circuits.
